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Abstract

We present a systematically improvable tensor hypercontraction (THC) factoriza-

tion based on interpolative separable density fitting (ISDF). We illustrate algorith-

mic details to achieve this within the framework of Becke’s atom-centered quadra-

ture grid. A single ISDF parameter cISDF controls the tradeoff between accuracy

and cost. In particular, cISDF sets the number of interpolation points used in THC,

NIP = cISDF × NX with NX being the number of auxiliary basis functions. In con-

junction with the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) technique, we develop and investigate

the THC-RI algorithms for cubic-scaling exact exchange for Hartree-Fock and range-

separated hybrids (e.g., ωB97X-V) and quartic-scaling second- and third-order Møller-

Plesset theory (MP2 and MP3). These algorithms were evaluated over the W4-11

thermochemistry (atomization energy) set and A24 non-covalent interaction bench-

mark set with standard Dunning basis sets (cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, and

aug-cc-pVTZ). We demonstrate the convergence of THC-RI algorithms to numerically

exact RI results using ISDF points. Based on these, we make recommendations on

cISDF for each basis set and method. We also demonstrate the utility of THC-RI exact

exchange and MP2 for larger systems such as water clusters and C20. We stress that

more challenges await in obtaining accurate and numerically stable THC factorization

for wavefunction amplitudes as well as the space spanned by virtual orbitals in large

basis sets and implementing sparsity-aware THC-RI algorithms.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of a single particle basis of atomic orbitals (AOs), {ωµ(r)}, and the presence

of V̂ee =
∑

i<j r
−1
ij in the electronic Hamiltonian leads to the 4-leg two-electron repulsion

integral (ERI) tensor,

(µν|λσ) =

∫

dr1

∫

dr2
ωµ(r1)ων(r1)ωλ(r2)ωσ(r2)

|r1 − r2|
. (1)

as a central quantity in computational quantum chemistry1–7. Spatial locality of the NAO

AOs means that only a quadratic number of the O(N4
AO) ERIs are numerically significant,

which has enabled efficient AO-driven methods for Hartree-Fock (HF) and density functional

theory8,9 as well as some post-HF methods10,11. Further screening and/or collectivization of

long-range quantities permits development of linear-scaling methods as well12–16. However

such methods involve large prefactors because of the cost of handling the significant 4-leg

ERIs.

Therefore there has been much interest in methods that entirely avoid 4-leg ERI evalua-

tion, and instead use factorization in terms of lower rank quantities. A graphical represen-

tation of the approach reviewed below is provided in Fig. 1. The most widely used integral

factorization is undoubtedly the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) (also called density-fitting

(DF)) technique17–19. The key idea in the RI factorization is that one defines an auxiliary

basis set {ωP} which approximately represents electron density of system. This approxi-

mation can be made “optimal” via least-squares fit within some metric (most commonly

Coulombic)20. Such fitting factorizes the 4-leg tensor in Eq. (1) into 3-leg and 2-leg tensors,

(µν|λσ) ≈
∑

PQ

CP
µν(P |Q)CQ

λσ (2)

CP
µν =

∑

Q

(µν|Q) [(Q|P )]−1 (3)
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and thereby often greatly simplifies subsequent manipulations of the ERI tensor. The size of

the auxiliary basis set, NX , used in RI to fit the electron density is roughly 3-4 times larger

than the original basis set to achieve the accuracy of 50-60 µEh per atom21,22. We note that

the theoretical understanding of RI was first provided by Dunlap23–26. The RI technique

has been combined with some local fitting strategies27–32 to achieve linear scaling. From a

similar perspective, Beebe and Linderberg applied Cholesky decomposition (CD) to the two-

electron integrals which in turn achieves more or less the same speedup and compactness as

those of the RI factorization33. It is now routine to apply the RI approximation and related

techniques to HF theory34,35, Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory36,37, coupled-cluster

(CC) theory38,39 etc.

From a somewhat different perspective, Friesner applied a pseudospectral (PS) method

to approximate the ERI tensor40–42. In PS, we define a secondary basis set as points in 3-

space. The key idea is to perform one of the two integrals in Eq. (1) analytically and the rest

is evaluated numerically, which avoids the Coulomb singularity and provides a numerically

stable algorithm. Namely,

(µν|λσ) ≈
∑

g

λgωµ(rg)ων(rg)Vλσ(rg) (4)

Vλσ(rg) =

∫

dr
ωλ(r)ωσ(r)

|r− rg|
(5)

where {rg} is a set of 3-space points and {λg} is the weight associated with each grid point.

This simple idea was successfully applied to HF achieving an overall cubic scaling algo-

rithm, which is lower-scaling than the conventional RI-driven HF theory (quartic scaling)43.

This was further extended to full configuration interaction44, configuration interaction with

doubles45, and the second- and the third-order MP (MP2 and MP3)46 by Mart́ınez and

Carter. The major drawback of those PS methods is the lack of generality. That is, to

achieve both efficiency and accuracy quoted in refs. 43,47,48 computational algorithms need

to be optimized for specific basis sets. It is noteworthy that Neese and co-workers’ chain-
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of-sphere approximation for exact exchange (COSX) is particularly promising in terms of

general applicability and simple implementation49.

A more flexible integral factorization was proposed by Mart́ınez and co-workers, termed

tensor hypercontraction (THC)50–61. It is more flexible because the 4-leg tensor in Eq. (1)

is factorized into multiplications among five matrices:

(µν|λσ) ≈
∑

KL

ωµ(rK)ων(rK)MKLωλ(rL)ωσ(rL) (6)

where {rK} are chosen grid points and MKL will be discussed in detail later. This fac-

torization therefore requires only quadratic storage which is lower than the cubic storage

generally needed in RI. Initial attempts to obtain such flexible and in principle system-

atically improvable factorization based on CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (PF) were found to

be too inefficient to be competitive with conventional RI algorithms50. Nevertheless, there

have been several attempts to directly obtain the PF-THC factorization. Benedikt and co-

workers studied CC with doubles with THC factorization obtained via O(N5) alternating

least-squares algorithm62. Hummel and co-workers obtained a PF-THC factorization based

on O(N4) alternating least-squares and the resulting factorization was applied to planewave

CC with singles and doubles (CCSD)63. A comparison of different strategies (O(N4−5) algo-

rithms) for obtaining PF-THC factorization in the context of gaussian orbital based CCSD

was done by Schutski and co-workers64.

A different strategy using least-squares fitting, namely least-squares THC (LS-THC), was

found to be more efficient, in principle systematically improvable, and yet still accurate51.

Unlike the aforementioned approach, obtaining the THC factorization in LS-THC scales

cubically with system size when sparsity is considered. Some intermediates in LS-THC have a

strong resemblance with PS approaches but overall it provides more convenient factorization

for subsequent calculations. Combined with the RI technique, the resulting LS-THC-RI

has been applied to MP250, MP350, CCSD52, second-order approximate CC with singles
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and doubles for ground state54 and excited states55, second-order complete active-space

perturbation theory (CASPT2)65, particle-particle random phase approximation (ppRPA)66,

and direct random phase approximation (dRPA)67 for finite-sized systems (i.e., molecules).

Although LS-THC-RI is powerful on its own, to realize its full potential some optimization

of quadrature points and weights was needed for specific basis sets58.

In our opinion, the major reason behind somewhat uncommon usage of LS-THC-RI by

research groups other than its developers is its lack of generality in generating a compact

set of grid points that works for all chemical elements and any basis set. Recently, Lu

and Ying recognized that LS-THC is a form of a low-rank approximation to the density

represented in 3-space68. This unique perspective allowed for a systematic way to pick a set

of 3-space points used in THC based on column-pivoted QR (QRCP) decomposition. This

was termed interpolative separable density fitting (ISDF). Those points are not quadrature

points unlike in the original formulation of THC. Rather, they are interpolation points which

therefore are not associated with any quadrature weights. Subsequently, the centroidal

Voronoi tessellation (CVT) technique was developed to remove the expensive QRCP step and

reduce the overall cost to O(N2) for obtaining interpolation points69. The ISDF approach

was then applied to HF exact exchange (HF-K)70, dRPA71, the Bethe-Salpeter equation72,

phonon calculations in density functional perturbation theory73, and auxiliary-field quantum

Monte Carlo74 for systems under periodic boundary conditions (PBCs).

Given the utility of the ISDF point selection shown for systems under PBCs, it is valuable

to apply this technique to molecular simulations where the original LS-THC techniques cur-

rently lack full generality in choosing a compact set of 3-space points. There are some techni-

cal challenges: (1) a fully numerical evaluation of Coulomb integrals is nearly impossible for

finite-sized systems due to the Coulomb singularity in contrast to those for infinite systems

where one can use fast Fourier transform (FFT) and (2) we use atom-centered quadrature

grids75 unlike uniform grids used for PBC simulations. We will show that (1) has already

been solved in LS-THC-RI and for (2) we will present a modified O(N) CVT algorithm
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that is well-suited for atom-centered grids. Furthermore, we will show that performing least-

squares fits for each molecular orbital (MO) block in the MO transformed integrals is much

more accurate than fitting the atomic orbital (AO) integrals, which was previously noted

in refs. 51,57 by Mart́ınez’s group. In passing, we note that our CVT procedure has the

same goal as the radial discrete value representation (R-DVR) developed by Mart́ınez and

co-workers53. R-DVR achieves generality just like CVT as it, in principle, can work with all

chemical elements and basis sets without empirical fitting. However, R-DVR was shown to

be less compact than hand-optimized grids for water clusters for similar accuracy58. On the

other hand, the grid points obtained from CVT were found to be as compact and accurate

as the hand-optimized ones as discussed later in this work. Therefore, the CVT procedure

examined here achieves both compactness and generality.

In addition to the atom-centered CVT procedure, we also test the accuracy of the fac-

torization of the MP1 T -amplitudes when evaluating MP2 and MP3 correlation energies.

The factorization of T -amplitude has already been used in THC-CCSD52,62,64,66. Such fac-

torization can speed up THC-RI-MP3 by a factor of 49 compared to the original algorithm50

by removing the double Laplace transform associated with the algorithm. Our goal is to

examine the accuracy of this factorization when using CVT grid points and the AO basis

functions for least-squares fits over a wide range of small molecules. This paper is organized

as follows: we will (1) review the essence of THC factorization and ISDF point selection,

(2) present a modified CVT algorithm for atom-centered grids, (3) review THC algorithms

for exact exchange, MP2, and MP3, (4) present careful benchmarks of the accuracy of these

algorithms over the W4-1176 and A2477 sets (widely used thermochemistry and non-covalent

interaction benchmarks, respectively) as well as water clusters and C20.
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2 Theory

2.1 Notation

In Table 1, we summarize the notation used in this work. We assume the spin-orbital basis

Table 1: Notation used in this work.

Notation Description
µ, ν, λ, σ, etc. indices for atomic orbitals (AOs)
i, j, k, l, etc. indices for occupied molecular orbitals (MOs)
a, b, c, d, etc. indices for virtual molecular orbitals (MOs)

P ,Q,R,S indices for resolution-of-the-identity (RI) basis functions
K,L,M ,N indices for interpolation vectors

NAO the number of AOs
NX the number of RI basis functions
NSP the number of significant shell-pairs
NIP the number of interpolation vectors
nocc the number of occupied orbitals
nvir the number of virtual orbitals
nt the number of Laplace quadrature points

ωµ(r) µ-th AO basis function at r
ωP (r) P -th auxiliary (RI) basis function at r
φp(r) p-th molecular orbital (MO) at r
ξK(r) K-th interpolation vector at r

unless specified otherwise. We define molecular orbitals (MOs) with MO coefficient matrix,

c,

φp(r) =
∑

µ

cµpωµ(r) (7)

For later use, we define imaginary time-dependent MOs:

φi(t) = φie
−tǫi (8)

φa(t) = φae
tǫa (9)

where ǫp denotes the orbital energy of the p-th MO. These time-dependent MOs naturally

arise when applying the Laplace transformation to orbital energy denominators as shown
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later.

2.2 Review of Tensor Hypercontraction

We review tensor hypercontraction (THC) developed by Mart́ınez and co-workers50–61. In

resolution-of-the-identity (RI) or density-fitting (DF), product of AOs are represented in an

auxiliary basis by the following decomposition of a 3-leg density tensor Zµν(r):

Zµν(r) = ωµ(r)ων(r) ≃
∑

P

CP
µνωP (r) (10)

where ωµ(r) is the AO basis function on a grid point r, CP
µν is the fit coefficient, and ωP (r)

is the auxiliary function. The use of the term RI is ironic in that the product-separable

structure in Zµν(r) disappears with it. Namely, RI introduces an inseparable 3-leg tensor as

the 3-leg fit coefficient CP
µν . The upshot of THC factorization is that the 3-leg fit coefficient

in RI is avoided by use of an approximate separable form involving a grid of points:

Zµν(r) ≃
∑

K

CK
µνξK(r) =

∑

K

ωK
µ ωK

ν ξK(r) (11)

where we write

ωK
µ ≡ ωµ(rK) (12)

and ξK(r) is a fit function (or interpolation vector) that will be specified later.

The key differences between RI and THC in representing the 4-leg integral tensor,

(µν|λσ), can be also understood graphically as described in Figure 1. The RI representation

evidently removes the separable structure in Z whereas the THC factorization recovers such

a separable form. This separable structure is the key in reducing the cost for subsequent

calculations. Achieving the THC factorization takes two crucial steps: (1) choosing a set

of points {rK} in 3-space and (2) determining the fit functions {ξK(r)}. Their number,

NIP, must be as small as possible for efficiency, but as large as necessary to achieve usable
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of density tensor (a) represented exactly, (b) represented
using RI, and (c) represented using THC. The solid blue line is a contraction over shared
indices between two tensors while the dotted blue line indicates element-wise product over
connected indices (i.e., Hadamard product). The thick red bar represents a contraction (in
real-space) with the Coulomb operator, 1

|r1−r2|
.

accuracy. For (1), we will follow the strategy introduced by Lu and Ying68. Namely, we will

use the interpolative separable density fitting (ISDF) technique to determine a set of inter-

polation points. Then, for (2), we will follow the least-squares THC (LS-THC) technique by

Mart́ınez and co-workers51. For the purpose of this paper, we will refer to LS-THC simply

as THC.

2.3 Selecting Interpolation Points

When choosing interpolation points {rK}, Mart́ınez and co-workers have tried to prune the

Becke quadrature grid widely used in density functional theory75. Some of their efforts have

focused on further optimizing the grid representation53,58 and special optimization procedures

were performed for each basis set58. A simpler and automatic interpolation point generation
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is possible as suggested in ISDF. We will describe how one can adapt the ISDF procedure

developed in refs. 68,69 to choose a subset of Becke quadrature points. This procedure is

almost automatic and also systematically improvable with a single tunable parameter.

The important observation made in ref. 68 is that Eq. (11) is in fact a form of a low-rank

approximation when evaluated on a finite grid of points, Ng. If one looks at Z as a Ng-by-

N2
AO matrix, a singular value decomposition (SVD) of Z would have at most min(Ng, N

2
AO)

number of non-zero singular values. In most practical applications, N2
AO is greater than Ng.

The goal of ISDF is then to pick a subset of Ng rows of Z that closely approximates the

entire matrix Z. Such a low-rank approximation is called interpolative decomposition (ID)

where the goal is to compress a given tensor while preserving the column or row structure.

A common way to accomplish ID is to use the QR decomposition with column-pivoting

(QRCP) as was done in ref. 68. Namely,

ZTΠ = QR (13)

where Π is the permutation matrix from the QRCP procedure, Q is an orthogonal matrix,

and R is a upper triangular matrix. Each column of Π contains a single 1 and (Ng − 1)

0’s. It permutes the columns of ZT such that the diagonal entires of R are non-increasing.

In other words, the Π matrix orders the columns of ZT based on their relative importance.

Therefore, this automatically produces an “optimal” subset of Ng grid points that are used

as interpolation points in ISDF. The cost of this QRCP is quartic if performed exactly and

can be reduced to cubic if randomized algorithms are employed68,70.

Rather than employing randomized QRCP, a further cost reduction in choosing interpo-

lation points is possible using the centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) procedure proposed

by Lin and co-workers69. We will describe a modified version of the CVT procedure so that

it is well-suited for Becke’s quadrature grid75. Unlike uniform grids, the Becke grid points

carry quadrature weights which also encode some geometric information of systems through
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interatomic quadrature weights, λ(r). In this sense, a better quantity to compress is

λ(r)Zµν(r) ≃
∑

K

CK
µνλ(rK)ξK(r). (14)

The quadrature weights are necessary to account for non-uniformity of the Becke grid and

it was indeed found to be much more accurate than carrying out interpolation without the

weights. We note that one can trivially compute an overlap matrix element on the Becke

grid:

Sµν =
∑

r

∑

K

CK
µνλ(rK)ξK(r) (15)

which is a useful quantity for debugging purposes.

In Algorithm 1, we outline the CVT procedure adopted for the Becke grid. In essence,

we start from an initial set of centroids, c(0), and update these points based on the neighbors

of these points as well as the weights associated with them. The resulting centroids are our

interpolation points. Interested readers are referred to ref. 69. It is worthwhile to mention

two modifications we made to generate the interpolation points as a subset of the Becke grid.

First, we loop over individual atoms to generate atom-specific interpolation points. This

is necessary to maximally exploit the locality of Gaussian AO basis sets and atom-centered

grids. Furthermore, in Algorithm 1 the distance between centroids and grid points needs to

be computed every iteration and this becomes quite computationally demanding. If one were

to do this for all atoms at once, this step scales quadratically with system size and carries a

non-negligible prefactor. Looping over individual atoms naturally yields an algorithm that

scales linearly with system size.

Second, we use the Becke quadrature weights in the weighted CVT procedure. The Becke

quadrature weights reflect geometric information around a given grid point through the so-

called Becke partition function75. Namely, the weight of a grid point depends on the location

of all atoms and associated grid points. Lin and co-workers suggested that electron density

ρ(r) can be used for the weight function in CVT. The use of ρ(r) in the CVT procedure will
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complicate derivative theories since the position of those 3-space points will depend on the

electronic density. As such, we considered other alternatives and we found that the Becke

quadrature weights are simple to use and yield interpolation points that result in accurate

compression for later uses. This will not complicate derivative theories either. This weighted

CVT procedure is used throughout this paper.

Algorithm 1: Weighted K-Means Algorithm For the Becke Grid. ng and nµ denote the

number of quadrature points and the number of interpolation points (user-specified)

for a given atom, respectively.

1 for A = 1 to N ; // Loop over atoms.

2 do

3 Generate ng grid points, {rA}, and their weights, λ(r) for r ∈ {rA};

4 Compute ω(r) for r ∈ {rA};

5 Select nµ points, c(0), randomly from {rA};

6 Call the K-means subroutine described in the Algorithm I in ref. 69 with weight

function λ(r);

7 end

2.4 Determination of Interpolation Vectors

Once we have a set of interpolation points {rK}, the hitherto undefined interpolation vectors

required in Eq. (11) can be obtained via the following least-squares expression,

ξK(r) =
∑

L

S̃+
KLC

L
µνλ(rL)Zµν(r)λ(r) (16)

where Z and C are defined in Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), respectively, and the metric in 3-space

is defined as

S̃KL =
∑

µν

ωK
µ ωK

ν λ(rK)ω
L
µω

L
ν λ(rL) (17)
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and S̃+ is the pseudoinverse of S̃+. S̃ is generally ill-conditioned61 and the threshold of

10−12 in the drop tolerance for evaluating S̃+ was found to be sufficient for the purpose of

our paper.

As shown by multiple authors51,67,70, due to the separable form of C in Eq. (11) the

formation of ξ in Eq. (16) can be carried out with O(N3) cost. First, the formation of S̃

scales cubically, despite its formal O(N4) scaling,

S̃KL = λ(rK)λ(rL)
∑

µ

(ωK
µ ωL

µ )
∑

ν

(ωK
ν ωL

ν ) (18)

Similarly, the formation of C†Z needed for Eq. (16) can be done as

(C†Z)K,r =
∑

µ

(ωK
µ ωµ(r))

∑

ν

(ωK
ν ων(r)), (19)

which also scales cubically with system size.

With this decomposition, the two-electron four-center integral tensor can be factorized

into Eq. (6) where we define M to be the Coulomb integral between interpolation vectors,

MKL =

∫

dr1

∫

dr2
ξK(r1)ξL(r2)

|r1 − r2|
(20)

As pointed by Lu and Ying68, the evaluation of each Coulomb integral needed to form M for

translationally invariant systems (e.g., solids) can be done by fast Fourier transform (FFT)

with the O(N logN). In such cases, the formation ofM scales only cubically with the system

size. Therefore, the overall THC factorization scales cubically with the system size as long

as the evaluation of Eq. (20) requires only cubic (or less than cubic) work. In passing, we

note that the matrix M is denoted as Z in most THC literature.

However, as suggested in ref. 51, for molecular systems it is difficult to directly evaluate

Eq. (20) using quadrature with a finite number of grid points. The challenge is the Coulomb

singularity present at r1 = r2 which is an integrable singularity. Avoiding this singularity
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may be possible at the expense of employing very large grids. Usually, the number of grid

points required to achieve quantitative accuracy is too large to be practically useful. Instead,

one could use FFT to represent ξ with planewaves and perform the Coulomb integrals in the

reciprocal space assuming the molecular system of interest is in a large box under periodic

boundary conditions. This has been tried in ref 69. However, this would naturally require a

pseudopotential treatment of core electrons because it is difficult to represent highly localized

core orbitals with planewaves. We must seek alternatives to perform all-electron calculations.

2.4.1 Atomic Orbital THC (AO-THC)

In this work, we will take an alternative route to evaluateMKL which turns out to be identical

to “atomic orbital” THC (AO-THC) introduced in ref. 51. Consider

|ξK) =
∑

µνL

|µν)CL
µνλ(rL)

(

S̃†
)

LK
(21)

It is clear that the projection of this onto (r| simply recovers Eq. (16) up to the weight λ(r)

which can be neglected if one performs an integration over r analytically. Since we would

like to compute MKL based on analytic Coulomb integrals, we employ an RI auxiliary basis

set, |P ), and express Coulomb integrals in terms of AO and RI integrals. The quantity of

interest is

DQK =
∑

P

(Q|P )−1/2(P |ξK) =
∑

µνPL

(Q|P )−1/2(P |µν)CL
µνλ(rL)

(

S̃
)+

LK
(22)

Using this, we have

MKL =
∑

Q

DQKDQL (23)

The bottleneck in the evaluation of M is computing an intermediate required for D,

∑

µν

(P |µν)CL
µν =

∑

µν

(P |µν)ωL
µω

L
ν (24)
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which scales as O(N2
AONXNIP). This unfortunately exceeds cubic scaling (without any spar-

sity consideration).

We note that this quartic scaling can be reduced to “asymptotically” cubic-scaling since

the number of shell-pairs, |µν), scales linearly with system size for large systems. Therefore,

in this case the scaling for formingD isO(NSPNXNIP). In addition to the shell-pair screening,

a production-level implementation may screen AOs on the interpolation points rL. The

number of significant basis functions at a given point, rL, should be asymptotically constant

as seen in the linear-scaling density functional theory implementations78. With this screening

technique, Eq. (24) may be carried out with asymptotically quadratic cost (O(cNIPNX))

where c denotes the number of significant shell-pairs for a given grid point. For the purpose

of this study, the simpler cubic-scaling algorithm is sufficient and therefore this will be used

throughout this paper.

For completeness, we write the matrix M in terms of exact two-electron integrals (i.e.,

RI is not used) as well:

MKL =
∑

µνλσ

∑

K
′

L
′

(µν|λσ)CK
′

µν C
L
′

λσλ(rK′)λ(rL′)
(

S̃+
)

K
′

K

(

S̃+
)

L
′

L
. (25)

Without considering sparsity, Eq. (25) scales as O(N4
AONIP) and this is not effective for

large-scale applications. With sparsity, the scaling of the construction of M can be shown

to be cubic. Namely, the contraction over µ and ν to form

GK
λσ =

∑

K
′

(

S̃+
)

K
′

K
(
∑

µν

(µν|λσ)CK
′

µν λ(rK′)) (26)

scales as O(N2
SPNIP). Similarly, the second step where we contract over λ and σ,

MKL =
∑

L
′

(

S̃+
)

L
′

L
(
∑

λσ

GK
λσC

L
′

λσ), (27)
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scales as O(NSPN
2
IP). With THC, the generation of the tensor M scales worse than the

generation of the ERI tensor (µν|λσ), which asymptotically scales as O(N2
SP), and the hope

is that the prefactor may be smaller with THC for some system size.

We summarize the discussion of computational cost to form M in Table 2.

Table 2: Computational cost for formingM (Eq. (23),Eq. (25)). Just with shell-pair sparsity,
one can achieve a cubic-scaling algorithm to form M.

Eq. RI Shell-pair sparsity Computational cost

(25) No No O(N4
AONIP)

(23) Yes No O(N2
AONXNIP)

(25) No Yes O(N2
SPNIP) +O(NSPN

2
IP)

(23) Yes Yes O(NSPNXNIP) +O(N3
X) +O(NXN

2
IP) +O(N2

XNIP) +O(NIP
3)

2.4.2 Molecular Orbital THC (MO-THC)

In some applications of THC, one may not need the entire set of MO integrals. For instance,

in the case of RI-MP2, the only required MO block is the occupied-virtual (OV) block . It

is then possible to perform a least-squares fit on the OV block, which is easier to represent

than the entire MO integrals. We denote this MO-block-specific THC factorization as MO-

THC61. For later use, we define an MO-block-specific quantity D[xy] (x and y denote MO

blocks which will be o (occupied), v (virtual) or n (AO)),

D
[xy]
QK =

∑

P

(Q|P )−1/2(P |ξ
[xy]
K ) (28)
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where

|ξ
[xy]
K ) =

∑

pxqyL

|pxqy)C
L
pxqy

λ(rL)
(

S̃[xy]
)+

LK
(29)

=
∑

pxqyL

∑

µνλσ

|µν)cµpxcνqycλpxcσqyC
L
λσλ(rL)

(

S̃[xy]
)+

LK
(30)

=
∑

L

∑

µνλσ

|µν)P
[x]
µλP

[y]
νσω

L
λω

L
σλ(rL)

(

S̃[xy]
)+

LK
(31)

=
∑

L

(

∑

µν

|µν)ω̃L
µ [x]ω̃

L
ν [y]

)

λ(rL)
(

S̃[xy]
)+

LK
, (32)

with Cµpx
being the MO coefficient for the MO block x and

(

S̃[xy]
)+

is the pseudoinverse

of the metric for the pertinent MO block [xy]. The bottleneck in forming D[xy] scales as

O(NSPNXNIP) (i.e., the same as forming D as expected). With this, M becomes also MO-

block-dependent,

M
[wx][yz]
KL =

∑

Q

D
[wx]
QK D

[yz]
QL (33)

and if [wx] = [yz]

M
[wx]
KL =

∑

Q

D
[wx]
QK D

[wx]
QL (34)

We will specify MO-blocks whenever appropriate.

3 Hartree-Fock Theory

The exact exchange matrix reads

Kµν = −
1

2

∑

λσ

(µλ|σν)Pσλ (35)
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where the one-particle density matrix, P, is

Pσλ =
∑

i

cσicλi (36)

The complexity of evaluating Kµν scales as O(N4
AO) without any screening. With proper

integral screening, this costs only a quadratic (O(N2
SP)) amount of work. We will refer to

this as the AO-K algorithm. The RI implementation of the K-build asymptotically costs

more:

KRI
µν = −

1

2

∑

iPQ

(µi|P )(P |Q)−1(Q|iν) (37)

where the final contraction to form K scales as O(N2
AOnoccNX) (i.e., quartic scaling).

In terms of M, the evaluation of THC-RI-K is straightforward:

KTHC
µν = −

1

2

∑

iKL

ωK
µ φK

i MKLφ
L
i ω

L
ν (38)

where φi is defined in Eq. (7). Since every operation in Eq. (38) is a matrix-matrix mul-

tiplication (with a carefully chosen contraction ordering), the THC-RI-K algorithm scales

cubically with system size (i.e., O(NAON
2
IP)). In comparison to RI-K, ISDF improves the

asymptotic scaling and the hope is that it will show this favorable scaling starting from

reasonably small molecules. When evaluating, Eq. (38) we have two choices for the input

M: MO-THC and AO-THC. MO-THC uses M[on] where o denotes the occupied MO block

and n denotes the entire AO block. AO-THC uses M[nn] which does not depend on MOs

unlike the first one.

The first one (M[on]) turns out to closely approximate RI-K for a fixed density matrix

P. From a low-rank perspective, it is much easier to represent (µi|iν) than (µλ|σν). This

is simply due to the fact that the former has a lower rank to begin with (due to its lower

dimension). As such, it is expected that the THC factorization works more efficiently with the

former integral. Indeed, this was found to be the case in the evaluation of the local energy in
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auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo74 and solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation72. However,

one must consider additional complications arising from the use of MO-dependent M in

Eq. (38). Since M[on] is a function of P, it is necessary to re-derive the Fock matrix properly

as a derivative of the THC-RI-K energy expression with respect to P. This subtlety was

not explored in the THC-RI-K implementation paper for planewaves70. When using orbital

gradient driven self-consistent field (SCF) solvers such as geometric direct minimization79,

ignoring this subtlety leads to numerically unstable behavior and SCF calculations often do

not even converge. On the other hand, in our experience, the use of other SCF solvers such

as Pulay’s direct inversion of the iterative subspace (DIIS)80,81 can converge provided that

the stopping criterion is relatively loose.

Given this, we adopted the AO-THC-RI-K approach which uses MO-independent M =

M[nn]. This was found to be generally less accurate than AO-THC for given number of

interpolation vectors but it has a few notable strengths: (1) it is numerically stable and SCF

solves can converge tighlty and (2) the (relatively expensive) formation of M needs to occur

only once at the beginning of the SCF.

For completeness, we briefly discuss the evaluation of J. The exact J-build is

Jµν =
∑

λσ

(µν|λσ)Pσλ, (39)

with the asymptotic scaling of O(N2
SP). The RI-J expression reads

JRI
µν =

∑

µνλσ

∑

PQ

(µν|P )(P |Q)−1(Q|λσ)Pλσ, (40)

which asymptotically scales as O(NSPNX)+O(N2
X). There is also a single cubic scaling step

which arises from the formation of (P |Q)−1 (i.e., O(N3
X)). With THC-RI, we have

JTHC-RI
µν =

∑

iKL

ωK
µ ωK

ν MKLφ
L
i φ

L
i , (41)
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which asymptotically scales as O(NSPNIP) + O(N2
IP) + O(NIPnocc). There is also a cubic

scaling step required to form M. As NIP is expected to be larger than NX, the THC-RI-

J build is asymptotically more expensive than the RI-J build. We note that just as in

THC-RI-K, THC-RI-J can also be done with either AO-THC (M = M[nn]) or MO-THC

(M = M[nn][oo]).

Using RI-J and RI-K at the same time can result in non-variational HF energies82 because

the HF energy with both RI-J and RI-K is no longer an upper bound to the exact HF

energy. The origin of this is that J is positive-definite whereas K is negative-definite. The

RI approximation makes a non-positive error for the energy from J but a non-negative error

for the energy from K. These two errors do not cancel out and often cause non-positive error

overall. This is the origin of potential non-variationality in RI-HF (and also RI-J itself). As

such, we investigated THC-RI-K with exact formation of J and will present numerical data

for it later in this paper.

We present a summary of computational scaling for computing J and K with different

approximations in Table 3.

Table 3: Computational scaling for forming J and K in HF. M here denote a measure for
system size that scales linearly with the number of atoms. Note that RI-J is cubic scaling
due to the formation of (P |Q)−1 and THC-RI-J is cubic scaling due to the formation of M.

Algorithm RI Sparsity THC Scaling for J Scaling for K

AO No No No O(M4) O(M4)

AO No Yes No O(M2) O(M2)

RI Yes Yes No O(M3) O(M4)

THC-RI Yes Yes Yes O(M3) O(M3)

4 Second-Order Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory

The second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) correlation energy with the RI

approximation reads

ERI
MP2 = −

1

4

∑

ijab

|〈ij||ab〉RI|
2

∆ab
ij

(42)
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where ∆ab
ij is the energy denominator,

∆ab
ij = ǫa + ǫb − ǫi − ǫj, (43)

with ǫp being the MO energy of the p-th MO and the RI integrals are

〈ij||ab〉RI =
∑

P

(

BP
iaB

P
jb − BP

ibB
P
ja

)

(44)

where

BP
ia =

∑

Q

CQ
ia(Q|P )1/2 =

∑

Q

(ia|Q)(Q|P )−1/2 (45)

We then define J-like and K-like terms,

ERI
MP2-J = −

1

2

∑

ijab

∑

P (B
P
iaB

P
jb)
∑

Q(B
Q
iaB

Q
jb)

∆ab
ij

(46)

ERI
MP2-K =

1

2

∑

ijab

∑

P (B
P
iaB

P
jb)
∑

Q(B
Q
ibB

Q
ja)

∆ab
ij

(47)

and evidently EMP2 = EMP2-J + EMP2-K. The computational scaling of both RI-MP2-J and

RI-MP2-K correlation energy evaluation is O(n2
occn

2
virNX).

With the Laplace transformation (LT) applied to the energy denominator83, the correla-

tion energy can be rewritten as

ERI
MP2 = −

1

4

∫ ∞

0

dt
∑

ijab

|〈ij||ab〉RI|
2e−t∆

ab
ij (48)

where in addition to the sum over MO indices there is also a one-dimensional (1D) quadrature

over t. The number of quadrature points does not scale with system size so this will be left

out in the cost analysis below83. With this trick, an interesting cost reduction occurs in the
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evaluation of the RI-MP2-J correlation energy, (with explicit spin-sum)

ERI
MP2-J = −

1

2

∫ ∞

0

dt
∑

σ1σ2

∑

PQ

Xσ1

PQ(t)X
σ2

PQ(t) (49)

where we performed the sum over MO indices first, and

Xσ
PQ(t) =

∑

iσaσ

BP
iσaσ

BQ
iσaσ

e−t(ǫaσ
−ǫiσ

). (50)

The formation of Xσ is the bottleneck in evaluating the RI-MP2-J correlation energy, which

scales as O(noccnvirN
2
X). This quartic scaling algorithm for the evaluation of RI-MP2-J

correlation energy has been used in the scaled opposite-spin (SOS)-MP2 method84. The

opposite-spin correlation energy involves only the RI-MP2-J term and therefore can be eval-

uated with this algorithm at a reduced scaling.

The RI-MP2-K correlation energy, which appears only in the same-spin correlation en-

ergy, reads (with explicit spin-sum)

ERI
MP2-K =

1

2

∫ ∞

0

dt





∑

σ

∑

iσaσ

∑

jσbσ

∑

P

(BP
iσaσ

BP
jσbσ

)
∑

Q

(BQ
iσbσ

BQ
jσaσ

)e
−t∆

aσbσ
iσjσ



 (51)

Summing over the MO indices first results in a worse computational scaling compared to the

usual RI-MP2-K algorithm without the Laplace trick. Therefore, there is not much compu-

tational benefit for performing LT-RI-MP2. One may work directly with AO quantities and

exploit sparsity of integrals in the AO basis set to lower the asymptotic scaling as is done in

LT-AO-MP285 but this involves large prefactors and we do not discuss this here.

With THC-RI, further cost reductions can be achieved for both RI-MP2-J and RI-MP2-

K. The THC-RI-MP2-J correlation energy reads

ETHC-RI
MP2-J = −

1

2

∫ ∞

0

dt
∑

KLMN

M
[ov]
KLM

[ov]
MNWKM(t)W̃KM(t)WLN(t)W̃LN(t) (52)
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where

WKM(t) =
∑

i

φK
i

(

t

2

)

φM
i

(

t

2

)

=
∑

i

φK
i (0)φ

M
i (t) (53)

and

W̃KM(t) =
∑

a

φK
a

(

t

2

)

φM
a

(

t

2

)

=
∑

a

φK
a (0)φ

M
a (t) (54)

The cost of evaluating Eq. (52) is O(NXN
2
IP) (i.e., cubic-scaling with system size). This

cubic-scaling is due to the fact that Eq. (52) involves only matrix multiplications and the

formation of W and W̃ scales also cubically with system size. Therefore, with THC, the

evaluation of RI-MP2-J can be completed with a cubic cost59 in contrast to its original

quartic scaling in Eq. (49).

The THC-RI-MP2-K correlation energy is given as

ETHC-RI
MP2-K =−

1

2

∫ ∞

0

dt
∑

KLMN

∑

iab

(

M
[ov]
KLM

[ov]
MNφ

K
i

(

t

2

)

φM
i

(

t

2

)

φK
a

(

t

2

)

φN
a

(

t

2

)

φL
b

(

t

2

)

φM
b

(

t

2

)

WLN(t)

)

. (55)

Assuming that NIP > NX > nvir > nocc and no sparsity is considered, a different contraction

strategy (from that of MP2-J) leads to a potentially more efficient (in terms of both storage

and operations) algorithm. Starting from Eq. (55), we introduce another intermediate,

B̃Q̂
ib(t) =

∑

K

M
[ov]
KLφ

K
i (t)φ

K
b (t) (56)

where M is given in Eq. (23). The formation of this intermediate scales as O(noccnvirN
2
IP)

and the storage requirement scales as O(noccnvirNIP). Furthermore, we define a second

intermediate that can be obtained from B̃. It is defined as

C̃L
iN(t, s) =

∑

b

B̃L
ib(t)φ

N
b (s), (57)
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which requires O(noccnvirN
2
IP) operations and O(noccN

2
IP) storage (potentially O(N2

IP) with

a direct algorithm). With this, we rewrite the THC-RI-MP2-K correlation energy:

ETHC-RI
MP2-K = −

1

2

∫ ∞

0

dt
∑

iNL

C̃L
iN

(

t

2
,
t

2

)

C̃N
iL

(

t

2
,
t

2

)

WLN(t) (58)

which scales cubically with system size. For the numerical simulations presented below, we

adopted this algorithm. We note that summing over all the MO indices in MP2-K leads

to a triple sum over interpolation points with O(N4
IP) scaling. This alternative algorithm

could be more efficient with sparsity. It will be interesting to compare these two algorithms

with careful sparsity consideration in the future. We note that this algorithm is more or less

the same as the THC-RI-MP2 algorithm with restricted orbitals proposed by Mart́ınez and

co-workers50,58. In Algorithm 2, we illustrate step-by-step our algorithm for evaluating the

THC-RI-MP2 same-spin correlation energies. The resulting algorithm scales as O(N3
IP) and

O(N3
IPnocc) for THC-RI-MP2-J and THC-RI-MP2-K, respectively. Furthermore, the storage
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requirement is only quadratic with system size for both energy contributions.

Algorithm 2: THC-RI-MP2 algorithm. wt denotes a Laplace quadrature weight and

EJ and EK denote the THC-RI-MP2-J and THC-RI-MP2-K same-spin correlation en-

ergies, respectively.

1 for t = 1 to nt; // Loop over Laplace points.

2 do

3 Form ωK
i (t/2) = ωK

i et/2ǫi ; // O(noccNIP)

4 Form ωK
a (t/2) = ωK

a e−t/2ǫa ; // O(nvirNIP)

5 Form WKL(t) (Eq. (53)); // O(noccN
2
IP)

6 Form W̃KL(t) (Eq. (54)); // O(nvirN
2
IP)

7 Compute AKL =
∑

M WKMW̃KMMML; // O(N3
IP)

8 Accumulate EJ –= 0.5 ∗ wt ∗
∑

KL AKLALK ; // O(N2
IP)

9 for i = 1 to nocc; // (Parallel) loop over occupied orbitals.

10 do

11 Compute C̃KL =
∑

M W̃KMωM
i (t/2)MR̂L; // O(N3

IPnocc)

12 Accumulate EK += 0.5 ∗ wt ∗
∑

KL C̃KLC̃LKWKL; // O(N2
IPnocc)

13 end

14 end

In passing we note that we used M[ov] as opposed to M[nn]. M[ov] is, due to its lower rank,

easier to represent and fit. As such, the accuracy of MO-THC is usually higher than that of

AO-THC61 for a fixed number of interpolation points compared to when compressing M[nn].

This higher accuracy comes with more difficult derivative expression and implementation of

response theory.

Lastly, we briefly discuss the use of THC-RI for recently developed regularized MP2

(κ-MP2). Along with orbital optimization (OOMP2), κ-OOMP2 has been shown to be use-

ful for thermochemistry, non-covalent interaction, and barrier heights86. More recently, it

was applied to distinguishing artificial and essential symmetry breaking87 and singlet birad-
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icaloids88. Furthermore, using κ-OOMP2 orbitals was shown to improve the performance of

MP3 greatly89. As such, κ-OOMP2 (and κ-MP2) is a useful electron correlation model and

it is worthwhile to see if the same scaling reduction can be applied to it. The RI-κ-MP2

correlation energy is

ERI
κ-MP2 = −

1

4

∑

ijab

|〈ij||ab〉RI|
2

∆ab
ij

(1− e−κ∆
ab
ij )2 (59)

= −
1

4

∫ ∞

0

dt
∑

ijab

|〈ij||ab〉RI|
2e−t∆

ab
ij (1− e−κ∆

ab
ij )2 (60)

= −
1

4

∫ ∞

0

dt
∑

ijab

|〈ij||ab〉RI|
2(e−t∆

ab
ij − 2e−(t+κ)∆

ab
ij + e−(t+2κ)∆

ab
ij ) (61)

The last expression merely suggests that the RI-κ-MP2 correlation energy may be computed

as three LT-RI-MP2 energy evaluations with shifted t values and a single MO-integral evalua-

tion. The application of ISDF to this expression is essentially identical to what was discussed

above for THC-RI-MP2. Therefore, the scalings of THC-RI-κ-MP2-J and THC-RI-κ-MP2-K

are cubic and quartic, repsectively.

A summary of computational scaling and storage requirement for evaluating MP2-J and

MP2-K correlation energies is given in Table 4.

Table 4: Computational scaling for evaluating MP2-J and MP2-K correlation energies. M
here denote a measure for system size that scales linearly with the number of atoms.

RI LT THC Scaling for MP2-J Scaling for MP2-K

No No No O(M5) O(M5)

Yes Yes No O(M4) O(M5)

Yes Yes Yes O(M3) O(M4)

5 Third-Order Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory

As noted in ref. 50, a more drastic scaling reduction is possible for the third-order Møller-

Plesset perturbation theory (MP3) correlation energy evaluation. The MP3 correlation en-
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ergy reads

EMP3 = E(3)
vv + E(3)

oo + E(3)
ov (62)

where the spin-orbital expressions for each term are:

E(3)
vv =

1

8

∑

ijabcd

tabij 〈ab||cd〉t
cd
ij (63)

E(3)
oo =

1

8

∑

ijklab

tabij 〈ij||kl〉t
ab
kl (64)

E(3)
ov = −

∑

ijabkc

tabij 〈ic||kb〉t
ac
kj (65)

which scales as O(n2
occn

4
vir), O(n4

occn
2
vir), and O(n3

occn
3
vir) with system size (i.e., sextic scaling),

respectively. The application of RI does not reduce the asymptotic computational cost but

may help to reduce the storage requirement.

From the THC point of view, the MP3 correlation energy poses an additional challenge

that was not present in HF and MP2. Namely, the RI-MP3 correlation energy requires the

representation of oo, vv, and ov blocks of the RI MO-integrals. Based on rank considerations,

it is expected that the oo-block is the easiest to compress and the vv-block is the most difficult

to compress. In passing, we note that E(3)
vv , E

(3)
oo , and E(3)

ov have a total of two, two, and four,

respectively, unique contributions depending on the spin-blocks of the first t, the middle

integral, and the second t. Such unique contributions are summarized in Table 5.

Applying LT twice to Eq. (63), Eq. (64), and Eq. (65) and using the RI approximation

and following the same THC factorization described in ref. 50, it is straightforward to show

that every energy contribution can be computed with a quartic cost and quadratic storage.

As an example, we discuss the application of THC-RI to E(3)
vv . As described in Table 5, we

note that E(3)
vv and E(3)

oo have only two distinct spin-block contributions: same-spin (SS) and

opposite-spin (OS). Namely,

E(3)
vv = E

(3)
vv-SS + E

(3)
vv-OS (66)
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Table 5: Individual energy contributions in EMP3 categorized by the spin-blocks of the first
t, the middle integral, and the second t. SS means “same-spin” while OS means “opposite-
spin”.

Contribution First t Middle integral Second t

E
(3)
vv-SS SS SS SS

E
(3)
vv-OS OS OS OS

E
(3)
oo-SS SS SS SS

E
(3)
oo-OS OS OS OS

E
(3)
ov-SS-SS-SS SS SS SS

E
(3)
ov-OS-OS-OS OS OS OS

E
(3)
ov-OS-OS-SS OS OS SS

E
(3)
ov-OS-SS-OS OS SS OS

where

E
(3)
vv-SS =

1

8

∑

σ∈{α,β}

∑

iσjσ
aσbσcσdσ

taσbσiσjσ
〈aσbσ||cσdσ〉t

cσdσ
iσjσ

(67)

E
(3)
vv-OS =

1

4

∑

σ,σ
′

∈{α,β}

σ 6=σ
′

∑

iσjσ′

aσbσ′cσdσ′

t
aσbσ′

iσjσ′
〈aσbσ′ |cσdσ′〉t

cσdσ′

iσjσ′
(68)

We take an approach where we (1) sum over all the MO indices first, (2) loop over an

interpolation point index, (3) store everything for a given index, and (4) accumulate the

energy contributions. We loop over Û in Eq. (69) and compute intermediates accordingly:

E
(3)
vv-SS =

∫

t

∫

s

∑

KLM

(

AM
KL(t)B

M
KL(t, s)− (A1)MKL(t, s)(A2)

M
KL(t, s)(A3)

M
KL(t, s)

)

(69)
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where

A1MKL(t, s) =
∑

M

WKM(t+ s)M
[ov]

MÛ
W̃ML(s) (70)

A2MKL(t, s) =
∑

M

M
[ov]
KMWMÛ(t+ s)W̃ML(t) (71)

A3MKL(t, s) =
∑

M

W̃KM(t)W̃MÛ(s)M
[vv]
ML (72)

This strategy ensures the quartic computational cost and quadratic storage cost without

considering sparsity. More or less identical strategies can be applied to E
(3)
oo-SS and E

(3)
oo-OS

and the resulting expressions exhibit quartic scaling. We will not explicitly write down

E
(3)
oo-SS and E

(3)
oo-OS because they may be obtained by replacing virtuals with occupieds and

vice versa in E
(3)
vv-SS and E

(3)
vv-OS. Likewise, the ov contribution can be obtained with THC-RI

using similar strategies described here.

This strategy, however, comes with a high prefactor due to the double LT (i.e., a prefactor

of n2
t ). With 7 Laplace quadrature points84, this prefactor becomes 49. As such, we found it

to be difficult to observe computational benefits for medium-sized molecules this way. The

large prefactor from double LT can be completely removed if one starts from THC-factorized

first-order MP amplitudes:

tabij =
∑

KL

(

τKi τKa TKLτ
L
j τ

L
b − τKi τKb TKLτ

L
j τ

L
a

)

(73)

where τKp is some basis functions evaluated on a 3-space point rK and TKL is defined to make

Eq. (73) true in the least-squares sense. Factorizing amplitudes has been explored by several

groups in the context of coupled-cluster methods52,62,64,66. Our approach is essentially the

same as that of ref. 52, and we apply it to the evaluation of MP3 energy. The choice for the

τ basis functions may not seem immediately obvious and for simplicity we used the MOs φK
p

and the same set of interpolation points as for the integral factorization. This turns out to

work reasonably well for small basis sets although it takes a few more interpolation points
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than the double LT algorithm described above for a fixed target accuracy.

The factorization in Eq. (73) seems more reasonable when considering

tabij =

∫

t

(

φK
i (t)φ

K
a (t)λKM

[ov]
KLλLφ

L
j (t)φ

L
b (t)− φK

i (t)φ
K
b (t)λKM

[ov]
KLλLφ

L
j (t)φ

L
a (t)

)

. (74)

The structure of tabij is already factorized in Eq. (74) with a summation over the quadrature

points. Our goal is then to find T which best satisfies

∑

KL

φK
i φ

K
a λKTKLλLφ

L
j φ

L
b =

∫

t

∑

KL

(

φK
i (t)φ

K
a (t)λKM

[ov]
KLλLφ

L
j (t)φ

L
b (t)

)

(75)

We then define a time-dependent version of Eq. (11),

CK
ia (t) = φK

i (t)φ
K
a (t) (76)

which is an noccnvir-by-NIP matrix. Then, the least-squares solution for T is

T = (S̃[ov](0))+
(
∫

t

S̃[ov]

(

t

2

)

M[ov]S̃[ov]

(

t

2

))

(S̃[ov](0))+ (77)

where the time-dependent metric is given as (analogously to Eq. (17)),

S̃
[ov]
KL(t) =

∑

ia

λKC
K
ia (t)C

L
ia(t)λL (78)

Similar to Eq. (18), the evaluation of S̃[ov](t) can be done at a cubic cost. Furthermore, it

is also generally a ill-conditioned, singular matrix so a threshold of 10−12 was used in the

drop tolerance for calculating its pseudoinverse. Therefore, obtaining the THC-factorized

first-order MP amplitudes scales only cubically with system size. With T, one can remove

the double quadrature loop in Algorithm 3 and thereby the large prefactor of n2
t no longer

exists. Our numerical results are obtained with this additional factorization of t.

The detailed algorithm for the MP3-VV correlation energy in our final THC-RI-MP3
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formulation is presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: THC-RI-MP3 algorithm for evaluating E
(3)
vv-SS.

1 Call Subroutine FormT ; // Form the core tensor T

2 for Û = 1 to NIP; // Loop over interpolation points.

3 do

4 Form AKL =
∑

M W̃KMM
[vv]

MÛ
W̃ML; // O(N4

IP)

5 Form BKL =
∑

MN TKMW̃MÛW̃NÛWMNTNL; // O(N4
IP)

6 E +=
∑

KL AKLBKL; // O(N3
IP)

7 Form A1KL =
∑

M WKMTMÛW̃ML; // O(N4
IP)

8 Form A2KL =
∑

M TKMWMÛW̃ML; // O(N4
IP)

9 Form A3KL =
∑

M W̃KMW̃MÛM
[vv]
ML; // O(N4

IP)

10 E –=
∑

KL A1KLA2KLA3KL; // O(N3
IP)

11 end

We present a summary of computational scaling and storage for MP3 in Table 6.

Table 6: Computational scaling and storage cost for evaluating MP3 correlation energies.
M here denotes a measure of molecule size that scales linearly with the number of atoms.

RI LT THC Scaling for MP3

No No No O(M6)

Yes Yes No O(M6)

Yes Yes Yes O(M4)

6 Computational Details

We consider two prototypical quantum chemistry benchmark sets in this work: (1) the

W4-11 set for total atomization energies76 and (2) the A24 set for non-covalent interaction

energies77. W4-11 contains a total of 140 data points and spans an energy range from

2.67 kcal/mol to 1007.9 kcal/mol. A24 contains 24 data points which accounts for energies

ranging from 0.37 kcal/mol to 6.53 kcal/mol. It is crucial to examine the utility of THC on
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both of the energy scales. MP2 and MP3 calculations on the A24 set were all counterpoise

corrected90.

We examine the effect of the basis set on the accuracy of THC-RI calculations for HF,

ωB97X-V91 (a range-separated hybrid functional), MP2, and MP3. This was done by consid-

ering commonly used Dunning’s cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-pVTZ basis

sets92–94. The pertinent RI basis sets for each AO basis set were used95. Although there

are different RI basis sets available for RI-K, we used RI basis set made for RI-MP2 for all

methods. This was sufficient for the purpose of this study. We note that there has been no

report of THC calculations using augmented bases previously.

In every calculation, we allowed for spin-unrestriction. For HF and ωB97X-V calcula-

tions, we performed wavefunction internal stability analysis96 to ensure the local stability of

obtained solutions. For RI-K and THC-RI-K simulations combined with HF and ωB97X-V,

we use converged exact SCF solutions as a guess and did not perform the stability analysis

for those. We used 99 radial points and 590 Lebedev angular points for all ωB97X-V calcula-

tions. Geometric direct minimization (GDM)79 was used for the SCF optimizer and 10−5 to

10−6 for the root-mean-square of the orbital gradient was used for the convergence criterion.

This is sufficient for single-point calculations. All correlated wavefunction calculations are

based on exact SCF solutions and correlate all electrons.

The CVT procedure was performed with the parent grid of SG-197, which contains 50

radial points and 194 Lebedev angular points for each atom. This was found to be sufficient

for the systems considered in this paper. We used the standard 7-point Laplace quadrature

grid as suggested in ref. 84.

All calculations were performed with a development version of Q-Chem98 which involves

the use of (1) an integral library (libqints) which computes AO integrals for gaussian-

type-orbitals, (2) an integral transformation library (libposthf) which produces RI-MO

integrals, (3) a general quadrature library (libgrid) which takes care of the Becke grid

generation, (4) an SCF library (libgscf) which performs an SCF calculation for arbitrary
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types of orbitals, (5) a generalized many-body perturbation theory library (libgmbpt)

which performs MP2 and MP3, and (6) an ISDF/THC library (libisdf) which implements

THC-RI algorithms for various methods. Except libqints, those libraries were developed

over a number of publications including the present work and interested readers are referred

to refs. 86–88,99–103 for further details.

7 Results and Discussion

For various basis sets, we will investigate the utility of the THC factorization in conjunction

with the ISDF point selection. We assess the accuracy of THC-RI methods by studying

the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) and maximum unsigned deviation (MAX) from

the exact RI results for both W4-11 and A24 sets. RMSD shows whether the underlying

distribution of relative energies is changed by THC and MAX highlights a chemical example

that is least accurately described by THC. We note that for MP2 and MP3 the exact results

employ both RI and LT. The error from LT was found to be negligible in the systems studied

in this paper.

We use cISDF to denote the number of interpolation points (i.e., NIP) such that they are

a multiple of the number of auxiliary basis functions, NX:

NIP = cISDF ×NX (79)

We scanned over cISDF ∈ [2.0, 10.0] in the case of THC-RI-K and cISDF ∈ [2.0, 5.0] in the case

of MP2 and MP3 with an increment of 0.5.

7.1 THC-RI-K for HF and ωB97X-V

As mentioned before, the evaluation of exact exchange with MO-THC requires modification

to the Fock matrix evaluation. Because of this, we chose to use AO-THC for exact exchange

although a more compact THC factorization should be possible with MO-THC. As we will see
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from numerical results, AO-THC still can be converged to numerically exact RI-K energies

with a sufficiently large number of interpolation points.
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Figure 2: THC-RI-K HF errors (kcal/mol) with respect to exact RI-K HF for various basis
sets: (a) root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) for W4-11 (b) maximum unsigned deviation
(MAX) for W4-11, (c) RMSD for A24, and (d) MAX for A24. Note that we used AO-THC
for all calculations presented here. The dotted lines in (a) and (b) indicate 1 kcal/mol. A
non-variational collapse was observed when there is a sudden jump in RMSD and/or MAX.

In Fig. 2, we assess the accuracy of THC-RI-K when used in HF calculations. Unfortu-

nately, THC-RI-K does not guarantee variationality in the energy evaluation so we observed

striking non-variational failures for small cISDF. Comparing W4-11 ((a) and (b)) and A24

((c) and (d)) in Fig. 2, it is obvious that THC-RI-K works better in an absolute sense for

non-covalent interaction energies. This is important because of the small magnitude of the

A24 energy differences. It is also important to note that the factorization becomes more

inaccurate with increasing size of basis set. In particular, for the largest basis set examined

here (aug-cc-pVTZ) THC-RI-K exhibits a more inaccurate compression for a given cISDF

than other basis sets. From rank considerations, it is not surprising that THC becomes
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more inaccurate with a larger basis set. Based on (b) and (d), we conclude that cISDF = 8.5

approaches the accuracy of exact RI-K with an error less than 1 kcal/mol. Furthermore, this

value was large enough to have an overall numerically stable SCF calculation in both W4-11

and A24.

We further assess the utility of THC-RI-K in the context of an RSH functional, ωB97X-

V. The exact exchange is now evaluated with 100% of the long-range Coulomb operator,

erf(ωr12)/r12 along with 16.7% of the short-range Coulomb operator, erfc(ωr12)/r12 where

the range-separation parameter ω is 0.3. Since the short-range contribution is substantially

reduced, it is possible to see whether the accuracy of THC-RI-K varies for each component of

the Coulomb operator. The assessment of accuracy of ωB97X-V with THC-RI-K is presented
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2 except that the results here are for ωB97X-V.

in Fig. 3. Similarly to HF, variational collapse was observed in some systems for small cISDF.

With sufficiently large cISDF, such instability did not occur anymore. We also note that it was

easier to achieve numerical stability in THC-RI-K ωB97X-V with a smaller cISDF than that
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of THC-RI-K HF. This indicates that the variational collapse may be caused by mainly the

short-range component of exact exchange. Furthermore, a faster convergence with respect

to cISDF is achieved with ωB97X-V. This is most obvious from comparing Fig. 2 (b) and (d)

with Fig. 3 (b) and (d). This suggests that it is possible that long-range exact exchange may

be easier to compress than the short-range one. More thorough analysis for applying THC

to range-separated Coulomb operators will be studied in the future. Our recommendation

for cISDF in the case of ωB97X-V is 6.5 for all basis sets considered in this work.

7.2 THC-RI-MP2
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 2 except that the results here are for MP2. Note that we used
MO-THC (i.e., occupied-virtual block only) for all calculations presented here.

THC-RI-MP2 is an easier example than THC-RI-K because of the fact that one can

employ MO-THC without causing numerical instability. The resulting performance of THC-

RI-MP2 is exceptionally accurate for both W4-11 and A24 sets as shown in Fig. 4. With
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cISDF = 3.0, based on RMSD THC-RI-MP2 is statistically indistinguishable from RI-MP2.

As before, we observe more difficulties in the W4-11 set than in the A24 set and also with

larger basis sets. Nevertheless, with cISDF = 3.5, regardless of the underlying AO basis sets it

is possible to achieve 1 kcal/mol accuracy (W4-11 MAX) as shown in (b) and < 0.05 kcal/mol

(A24 MAX) as shown in (d) of Fig. 4. We note that cc-pVDZ shows a faster convergence

in both data sets compared to other larger basis sets. This is consistent with studies by

Mart́ınez and co-workers where they focused on THC-RI-MP2 with cc-pVDZ51,58,59.

Based on these studies, we recommend cISDF = 2.5 for cc-pVDZ and cISDF = 3.0 for other

larger basis sets for THC-RI-MP2. THC-RI-MP2 achieves remarkably accurate factorization

with only about three times more interpolation points than the number of auxiliary basis

functions. We emphasize that for cc-pVDZ we obtain a grid representation for THC-RI-

MP2 as compact as what was obtained from hand-optimized grids for cc-pVDZ developed

by Mart́ınez and co-workers58. In particular, for water clusters, they obtained a total of

219 optimized grid points per water molecule that achieves more or less exact accuracy. In

our case, for water molecules included in the A24 set, 210 grid points per water molecule

were enough to converge to RI-MP2. The real strength of ISDF point selection is that we

do not have to hand-optimize the grid representation for each basis set to achieve similar

compactness. The general procedure discussed in this paper can be combined with any

available AO basis sets. Given the timing benchmarks provided by Mart́ınez’s group58, we

expect that THC-RI-MP2 combined with ISDF will be an accurate and efficient electronic

structure tool even without considering any sparsity.

In passing, we note that with AO-THC we were not able to reach the same accuracy

as MO-THC with the same cISDF. Nonetheless, we were able to achieve chemical accuracy

(1 kcal/mol) with cISDF = 5.0 for all basis sets considered in this work. In the presence

of diffuse basis functions, AO-THC RI-MP2 exhibits much slower convergence to RI-MP2

with respect to cISDF. We strongly recommend MO-THC over AO-THC for THC-RI-MP2

although nuclear gradient theory can be more complicated61.
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7.3 THC-RI-MP3

As mentioned in Section 5, THC-RI-MP3 is more challenging than THC-RI-MP2 and THC-

RI-HF. This is because it requires an accurate representation for all of the MO blocks in the

two-electron tensor.
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Figure 5: Same as Fig. 2 except that the results here are for MP3. Note that we used
MO-THC for all calculations presented here. The slow convergence for large basis sets
(cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ) is likely due to the amplitude factorization as indicated by
our investigation of THC-RI-MP2 with both factorized integrals and amplitude. See the
Supporting Information for details.

In Fig. 5, we present the THC-RI-MP3 results for W4-11 and A24 sets. Based on RMSDs,

with cISDF = 3.0 THC-RI-MP3 invokes an error below 1 kcal/mol for all basis sets. However,

in its worst-performing chemical system of W4-11 (see Fig. 5 (b)), for cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-

pVTZ basis sets we observe remarkably slow convergence of the energy with respect to cISDF.

This data point corresponds to the atomization energy of P4. We performed a THC-RI-MP3

calculation with cISDF = 10.0 for this single data point and the error becomes 1.33 kcal/mol.

A similar slow convergence was observed in A24 for ethyne dimer although the error is not
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as large as that of P4. This is partly due to its much smaller energy scale (1.45 kcal/mol)

compared to that of P4 (290.58 kcal/mol).

We found that the amplitude factorization defined in Eq. (77) fails to faithfully represent

amplitude for larger basis sets. Since we cannot perform THC-RI-MP3 without factorized

amplitude due to the steep computational cost, we assessed the accuracy of amplitude fac-

torization by evaluating the THC-RI-MP2 with both factorized integrals and amplitudes. It

turns out that the combination of integral and amplitude factorizations results in far worse

energies particularly for larger basis sets. Interested readers are referred to the Supporting

Information for further details (see Fig. S1). It appears that direct factorization of amplitude

as proposed in ref. 64 should be able to achieve greater accuracy at an increased cost via

potentially difficult non-linear optimization.

The slow convergence is also associated with the metric matrix S̃ becoming more singular

with increasing size of basis set. This singularity then affects the accuracy of the least-squares

fit due to thresholding in the formation of the pseudoinverse. This was not a serious problem

for MP2 because the occupied-virtual metric is relatively better conditioned than that of the

virtual-virtual block. It turns out that the singularity problem is not as serious for the

uniform grid as is done in planewave codes70,74. It will be interesting to explore a mixed

grid representation between Becke’s and uniform grids to see if it helps to cope with the

numerical instability.

Given these results, we recommend cISDF = 2.5 for cc-pVDZ and cISDF = 4.0 for aug-

cc-pVDZ. For the larger basis sets, cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ, we recommend cISDF = 5.0

based on statistical performance. However, use of THC-RI-MP3 with these basis sets requires

caution due to the remarkably slow convergence rate observed in some chemical systems such

as P4.
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7.4 Summary of Recommendations

We summarize the recommendations made for each method throughout the previous sections

in Table 7. The most successful application of THC-RI combined with the ISDF point

Table 7: Summary of recommendations for cISDF in THC-RI to achieve the same accuracy as
various exact RI methods. For HF and ωB97X-V, AO-THC was employed while MO-THC
was employed for MP2 and MP3.

Basis Set HF ωB97X-V MP2 MP3
cc-pVDZ 8.5 6.5 2.5 2.5
cc-pVTZ 8.5 6.5 3.0 5.0

aug-cc-pVDZ 8.5 6.5 3.0 4.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 8.5 6.5 3.0 >5.0

selection was THC-RI-MP2. We shall further provide practical information for THC-RI

methods. In particular, we present NAO, NX, and NIP (of each THC-RI method) of the

oxygen atom (Table 8) and the hydrogen atom (Table 9) for the basis sets considered here.

Table 8: The number of AO basis functions, auxiliary basis functions, and (recommended)
interpolation points for the oxygen atom for performing THC-RI-MP2 with various basis
sets.

NIP

Basis Set NAO NX HF ωB97X-V MP2 MP3
cc-pVDZ 14 70 593∗ 455 175 175
cc-pVTZ 30 81 684∗ 525∗ 243 405

aug-cc-pVDZ 23 86 730∗ 559 258 344
aug-cc-pVTZ 46 106 898∗ 688∗ 318 530
∗ Some redundancies in the CVT process were removed so that we have fewer points
than cISDF ×NX.

Table 9: Same as Table 8 but for the hydrogen atom.

NIP

Basis Set NAO NX HF ωB97X-V MP2 MP3
cc-pVDZ 5 14 119 91 35 35
cc-pVTZ 14 30 255 195 90 150

aug-cc-pVDZ 9 23 195 149 69 92
aug-cc-pVTZ 23 46 391 299 138 230
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The molecules included in W4-11 and A24 are relatively small in size so it may be unclear

how much compression one is achieving with those recommended values. We provide NAO,

NX, nocc, and NIP for cISDF ∈ [2.0, 10.0] with an increment of 0.5. Interested readers are

referred to the Supporting Information for these parameters. We shall briefly discuss those

parameters for the largest system in each of W4-11 and A24 sets. The largest molecule in

W4-11 is propane (Table 10) and the one in A24 is ethene dimer (Table 11). As shown in these

tables, except for the case of MP2/cc-pVDZ for propane, THC always achieves compression

for the pertinent integrals even for these small molecules. In the next section, we present

more numerical data for larger systems to demonstrate the power of THC combined with

ISDF grids further.

Table 10: NAO, NX, nocc, noccnvir, N
2
AO, and NIP of various methods for propane in W4-11.

Note that for NIP we present the corresponding recommended values for each method.

NIP

Basis NAO NX nocc noccnvir N2
AO NSP HF ωB97X-V MP2 MP3

cc-pVDZ 82 394 69 897 6724 902 3339 2559 984 984
cc-pVTZ 202 483 189 2457 40804 3061 4090 3134 1445 2410

aug-cc-pVDZ 141 514 128 1664 19881 2278 4354 3333 1537 2053
aug-cc-pVTZ 322 686 309 4017 103684 6542 5816 4451 2058 3430

Table 11: Same as Table 10, but for ethene dimer in A-24.

NIP

Basis NAO NX nocc noccnvir N2
AO NSP HF ωB97X-V MP2 MP3

cc-pVDZ 96 336 80 1280 9216 1152 2848 2176 832 832
cc-pVTZ 232 564 216 3456 53824 3642 4776 3664 1688 2816

aug-cc-pVDZ 164 472 148 2368 26896 2920 4007 3064 1408 1880
aug-cc-pVTZ 368 792 352 5632 135424 8062 6711 5136 2372 3956

7.5 Application to Larger Systems: (H2O)N and C20

With the values determined through benchmarking over the W4-11 and A24 sets, we applied

ωB97X-V with THC-RI-K and THC-RI-MP2 to larger systems than those in W4-11 and A24.
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The basis set used here is cc-pVTZ which should be a good compromise between accuracy

and cost for DFT and MP2 calculations.

Table 12: Error per water molecule (µEh) in the absolute energies of THC-RI-K ωB97X-
V compared to RI-K ωB97X-V for (H2O)N . The cc-pVTZ basis set and its corresponding
auxiliary basis set are used and cISDF = 6.5 as determined in Section 7.4.

N Error/N
4 12.6
8 9.2
12 14.8
16 2.7
20 19.7

Table 13: Error per water molecule (µEh) in the absolute energies of THC-RI-MP2 compared
to RI-MP2 for (H2O)N . The cc-pVTZ basis set and its corresponding auxiliary basis set are
used and cISDF = 3.0 as determined in Section 7.4.

N Error/N
8 22.8
16 25.2
32 29.8

First, we applied THC to water clusters ranging from N = 2 to N = 20 for ωB97X-V

and N = 8, 16, 32 for MP2. The geometries for N = 8, 16 were obtained by truncating ge-

ometries reported in ErgoSCF104. Other geometries were taken from the Cambridge Cluster

Database105. It is shown in Table 12 and Table 13 that when growing the number of water

molecules, the error per water molecule does not increase significantly. They are on the

order of 10 - 30 µEh which provides enough margin for error cancellation to achieve chemical

accuracy.

Next, we also apply these methods to compute the relative energetics of four different

Jahn-Teller distorted cage structures of C20 (C2h, D2h, Ci, and D3h) taken from Manna and

Martin’s work106. As noted in refs. 106 and 87, those four structures differ only slightly in

energy. In fact, at the level of MP2, there is near-degeneracy between Ci and D3h cages and

also between C2h and D2h cages. Achieving accurate integral factorization consistently over

all four structures is crucial to capture this qualitative feature. In Table 14, we present the
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Table 14: Error per atom (µEh) in the absolute energies of THC-RI-K ωB97X-V and THC-
RI-MP2 compared to corresponding reference methods for different structures of C20. The
cc-pVTZ basis set and its corresponding auxiliary basis set are used and cISDF = 6.5 for
THC-RI-K and cISDF = 3.0 for THC-RI-MP2 as determined in Section 7.4.

Structure THC-RI-K THC-RI-MP2
C2h 10.95 9.54
D2h 11.35 18.94
Ci 12.88 20.02
D3h 14.33 61.05

Table 15: Relative energies (kcal/mol) of four cage structures of C20 obtained from RI-K
ωB97X-V, THC-RI-K ωB97X-V, RI-MP2, and THC-RI-MP2. The cc-pVTZ basis set and
its corresponding auxiliary basis set are used and cISDF = 6.5 for THC-RI-K and cISDF = 3.0
for THC-RI-MP2 as determined in Section 7.4.

Structure RI-K THC-RI-K RI-MP2 THC-RI-MP2
C2h 0.17 0.14 0.83 0.70
D2h 0.02 0.00 0.83 0.82
Ci 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D3h 0.22 0.24 0.01 0.52

absolute energy error per atom for THC-RI-K and THC-RI-MP2. THC-RI-K shows 10-15

µEh per atom errors whereas THC-RI-MP2 error can be as large as 61 µEh per atom. This

yields the relative energies in Table 14. Both RI and THC-RI predict Ci to be the lowest

structure. The error of THC-RI-K ranges from 0.02 kcal/mol to 0.03 kcal/mol which is

essentially chemically indistinguishable from RI-K. On the other hand, THC-RI-MP2 does

not capture the near-degeneracy between Ci and D3h. Nevertheless, the difference here is on

the order of 0.5 kcal/mol.

Based on these larger applications, we conclude that the numerically observed error

caused by THC combined with ISDF grid points grows only linearly with system size and

can achieve chemical accuracy for larger systems such as C20. This suggests that one can set

cISDF independent of system size to achieve a fixed accuracy per atom or molecule.
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Table 16: Estimated cost ratio between conventional RI methods and THC-RI methods for
a range of number of electrons (Ne) assuming stoichiometry of (H2O)n and cISDF in Ta-
ble 8 and Table 9. If the ratio is greater than 1, then the THC algorithm is faster than
the RI algorithm and vice versa. Note that these are based on computational bottlenecks
of each algorithm and no special treatment for sparsity was assumed. Non-trivial prefac-
tors associated with each method were neglected or simplified. For instance, the cost of
THC-RI-MP3 was assumed to be O(16N4

IP) whereas THC-RI-HF was simply assumed to be
O(NAON

2
IP+noccN

2
IP). Similarly, we usedO(7×noccnvirN

2
IP) for THC-RI-MP2, O(n2

occn
2
virNX)

for RI-MP2, O(N2
AOnoccNX) for RI-K, and O(n2

occn
4
vir + n4

occn
2
vir + 4× n3

occn
3
vir) for RI-MP3.

Ne HF ωB97X-V MP2 MP3
16 0.08 0.14 0.01 0.00
32 0.16 0.27 0.02 0.00
64 0.32 0.55 0.04 0.01
128 0.65 1.10 0.09 0.04
256 1.29 2.20 0.17 0.17
512 2.58 4.40 0.34 0.69
1024 5.16 8.79 0.68 2.76
2048 10.32 17.58 1.36 11.05
4096 20.65 35.16 2.73 44.19
8192 41.30 70.32 5.45 176.75
16384 82.59 140.64 10.90 706.99

7.6 Estimated Crossovers

RI methods are well-known to be effective for molecules up to moderately large in size,

yielding shorter times to solution than conventional AO quantum chemistry, despite poorer

formal scaling for HF and DFT exact exchange. THC methods, as we have explored in detail,

reduce the formal scaling at the cost of quite large prefactors. It is then fairly straightforward

to estimate rough crossovers for HF exchange, exact exchange in DFT (ωB97X-V), MP2 and

MP3. These estimates for the medium-sized cc-pVTZ basis are computed in Table 16 based

on Table 8 and Table 9, using the assumption of (H2O)n stoichiometry, the recommended

cISDF values already given, and operation counts for the rate-determining steps via RI and

THC-RI. The main point is that in the absence of any special treatment for sparsity the

crossovers are on the order of 100–200 electrons for exchange, 1000–2000 electrons for MP2,

and 500–1000 electrons for MP3, which are large but not unreachable, especially for exchange

and MP2.
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Figure 6: Measured CPU timing for RI-K, THC-RI-K and preparation steps for THC-
RI-K in the case of water clusters (N = 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 18, 20) with ωB97X-V/cc-pVTZ and
cISDF = 6.5. (a) Comparison of RI-K and THC-RI-K and (b) CPU times for CVT, the
formation of M, and the formation of (P |Q)−1.

As an example, we report CPU timing for running ωB97X-V on water clusters (N =

2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 18, 20) as shown in Fig. 6. We used 32 cores on an AMD Opteron 6376 Processor

to obtain the timing results. Even with our pilot implementation (i.e., no sparsity beyond

the shell-pair sparsity), the crossover between THC-RI-K and RI-K occurs at about 10

water molecules (Ne = 80). As shown in Fig. 6 (b), however, the preparation steps for

obtaining the THC factorization takes most of the time for systems considered in this timing

benchmark. Asymptotically, since the preparation steps are cubic scaling and occur only

once at the beginning of the SCF, there will be eventually a crossover between THC-RI-K

and RI-K including preparation steps for each. Given this promising result in Fig. 6, it will

be interesting to further optimize computational kernels and seek earlier crossovers.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, we investigated the utility of tensor hypercontraction (THC) combined with the

resolution-of-the-identity (RI) approximation and the interpolative separable density fitting

(ISDF) grid point selection. We presented a modified ISDF point selection that can be

straightforwardly combined with Becke-type atom-centered grids typically used in density

functional theory calculations. Within this framework, we assessed the accuracy of THC-RI

with ISDF points when applied to the evaluation of exact exchange for Hartree-Fock (HF)

and a range-separated hybrid (RSH) functional ωB97X-V and the second and the third-order

Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2 and MP3) correlation energy. Since the framework

developed in this work is general, we were able to investigate the accuracy of these methods

with multiple basis sets (cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVDZ) over 140 data

points for total atomization energy included in the W4-11 set76 and 24 data points for non-

covalent interaction energy included in the A24 set77. For each basis set and method, we

made a recommendation for cISDF, which is a single parameter that is used in the ISDF point

selection. The number of interpolation points NIP is determined by NIP = cISDF×NX where

NX is the number of RI basis functions.

Exact exchange: A cubic-scaling algorithm for exact exchange (K) was formulated within

the THC-RI framework. In THC-RI-K, fitting molecular orbital integrals (i.e., MO-THC)

directly leads to a modified Fock matrix. Therefore, for simplicity, we investigated THC

with fitting atomic orbital integrals (i.e., AO-THC). Since THC-RI-K does not guarantee

variationality, subsequent SCF calculations with it often exhibits non-variational collapse.

Regardless of the basis set size, we recommend cISDF = 8.5 and cISDF = 6.5 for THC-RI-K

when used in HF and ωB97X-V, respectively. This was found to be sufficient in achieving

chemical accuracy (1 kcal/mol) for every data point in the W4-11 benchmarks considered in

this work (and much better for the A24 intermolecular interactions).

MP2: A quartic-scaling algorithm for evaluating MP2 correlation energy was formulated,

which is identical to what was proposed by Mart́ınez and co-workers. Using MO-THC, we
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achieved more or less the same accuracy as RI-MP2 with cISDF = 2.5 for cc-pVDZ and

cISDF = 3.0 for cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ. Such accuracy was also achieved

with hand-optimized grids developed for each basis set by Mart́ınez and co-workers58. We

emphasize that the ISDF point selection can achieve both compactness and accuracy of the

hand-optimized grids and is more general because it can be straightforwardly applied to any

basis sets that a user specifies.

MP3: We developed a new quartic-scaling algorithm for MP3 that utilizes THC-factorized

first-order wavefunction amplitudes. With factorized amplitudes, the THC-RI-MP3 algo-

rithm no longer has the double Laplace transformation (LT) in it. Instead, the transforma-

tion is folded into the factorized amplitudes. As a result, this algorithm removes a prefactor

of 49 (assuming 7 quadrature points for LT) in the previously developed THC-RI-MP3 al-

gorithm50. The assessment of this algorithm with MO-THC over W4-11 and A24 suggested

that cISDF = 2.5 for cc-pVDZ, cISDF = 4.0 for aug-cc-pVDZ, and cISDF > 5.0 for cc-pVTZ and

aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. Since MP3 needs all MO blocks of two-electron integrals, it is more

difficult for THC-RI to achieve high accuracy than it is for MP2. This was attributed to the

metric matrix (particularly for the virtual-virtual block) becoming more singular with larger

basis sets. Furthermore, the amplitude factorization through a simple least-squares fit was

found to be insufficient for accurate results in large basis sets (aug-cc-pVTZ and cc-pVTZ).

Stress tests on larger systems: We applied THC-RI-K ωB97X-V and THC-RI-MP2 to

larger systems such as (H2O)N and C20. This was done by using cc-pVTZ combined with

ISDF grid points generated from recommended cISDF values for this basis set. Increasing

the size of water cluster, we concluded that the THC error scales linearly with system size.

Based on the results from (H2O)N and C20, we concluded that the THC error is about 20-60

µEh. When combined with RI (whose error is about 50 µEh per atom or molecule), this

provides enough margin for error cancelation to achieve chemical accuracy.

Remaining challenges and outlook: Based on the ISDF point selection, it is clear that

THC-RI-MP2 is easiest to make robust and accurate compared to other THC methods
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examined in this work. Although the energy evaluation presented in this work is quite

straightforward to implement, its nuclear gradient can be challenging to implement within

the MO-THC formalism. For exact exchange, more thorough investigation to understand

frequent variational collapse is needed and further improvements are highly desirable. It

may be interesting to investigate Dunlap’s variational ansatz26 with the THC factorization

to have a robust, variational fit. For MP3 (and other correlated methods such as coupled-

cluster theory), there is a need to develop a more robust alternative fitting or representation

for amplitude factorization. Furthermore, it was difficult to observe any speed-up from THC-

RI-MP3 compared to RI-MP3 for the systems studied in this work (i.e., the crossover is not

early). Therefore, it is important to implement THC-RI-MP3 with careful consideration of

sparsity. Since a majority of THC-RI algorithms work in 3-space (where locality plays a

crucial role), sparsity may greatly reduce the cost at the expense of more difficult implemen-

tation. Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop a sparsity-aware THC implementation

as was done for scaled opposite spin MP259. It will be interesting to see whether a sparse

implementation of the THC-RI-MP3 algorithm provides a substantial reduction in its cost

over the conventional RI-MP3 algorithm even for medium-sized molecules.

The application of THC-RI to other methods is worthwhile such as mean-field excited

state methods (e.g., configuration interaction with singles and time-dependent density func-

tional theory), more sophisticated random phase approximations such as second-order screened

exchange107, coupled cluster methods52, orbital-optimized MP286, and etc. Furthermore, a

theoretical question about whether short-range or long-range is easier to compress via THC

will be interesting to investigate. We are currently exploring some of these issues in our

group.
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